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eavers love bags! They love making them, collecting them, and using them. This collection of six bag
projects will delight beginning and experienced weavers alike. They include a marvelous range of
yarn types, loom types, and bag functions and sizes. You’ll love using the recycled Himalayan silk
in Sue Bleiweiss’s elegant tote and notebook cover and the heavy natural linen in Margaret B. Russell’s travel
carrier. Sarah Swett’s bag uses a cardboard box as a loom and teaches the basics of tapestry weaving, and you
can weave Catherine Leary’s tiny evening bag on the go. Rags are another favorite weft for bags. Dinah Rose’s
totes use a rag weft in log cabin for bold two-block patterning. Pockets along the top edges make it easy to find
small items, such as keys and shopping lists. And for a bit of weaving whimsy, Linda Ligon’s “Shaggy Bag” will
give you fun ideas for other projects, with its decorative pile, beads, and a very cool strap.
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EAVING MADE EASY is an accessible guide for beginning weavers to using the simplest of looms—the rigid
heddle. This book is packed with clear step-by-step instructions for warping and weaving and includes abundant tips and
techniques for color, design, construction, and embellishment (all
also adaptable to a shaft loom). Projects range from scarves to bags
and belts, from pillows to placemats
and rugs. Whether you are using a
rigid-heddle or a shaft loom, Weaving Made Easy is the ultimate idea
book for the beginning weaver.
Learn to Weave is the best-selling beginning weaving book for floor
looms and beyond. Rich with step-by-step instructions, all of
the basics are covered: understanding the tools of weaving, making
a good warp three ways, reading and designing drafts, and understanding weave structures. We don’t know of a better weaving text.
You will find this book the perfect companion to your Handwoven
subscription.

© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.
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Weave a
Tapestry Bag
on a Box
SARAH SWETT

Transforming trash into treasure can be one of life’s great joys. How about
turning an ordinary cardboard box into a three-dimensional, four-selvedge,
portable loom? Who could resist the rush of pleasure that comes from
pawing through the recycling bin—-searching, testing, assessing—trying to
find a box that is the perfect size for just the bag you want to make?

P

erfect boxes for making bags can
come in many sizes. This box would
be just right for a briefcase, that
for a tote bag, and, why, that one will
slip right into the overhead bin on an
airplane! Once you’ve enjoyed the pleasure of plucking a sturdy loom from the
trash, you’ll never look at the UPS truck
in quite the same way. To heck with the
contents—it is the box that counts!
Weaving on a box is straightforward,
exciting, and a great way to use up bits and
pieces of yarn. It is not, however, either fine
or fast. Practical cardboard-box setts are 4 or
5 ends per inch, and tapestry has never been
a zippy technique. For just these reasons,
however, weaving on a box is immensely
satisfying. You can take your time and play
with blocks of color without tying up a floor
loom. While I usually recommend a small
box for your first bag, you’ll only have fun
if you’re excited about the size, shape, and

Sarah Swett of Moscow, Idaho, on a perfect
day, weaves, plays the
cello, and takes her dogs
for walks. She is the author of Kids Weaving.
© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

Dancing Carpet Bag, wool warp and weft,
natural dyes, 22” r 12” r 10”

future life of the bag. Since my first article
on this technique (see Resources), bags
have been woven on boxes of every shape
and size from coast to coast and around the
world, so what do I know!
Resources
Todd-Hooker, Kathe. Shaped Tapestry. Albany, Oregon: Fine Fiber Press, 2004.
Harvey, Nancy. Tapestry Weaving: A Comprehensive Study Guide. Loveland, Colorado:
Interweave Press, 1991.
Russell, Carol K. Tapestry Handbook: The
Next Generation Revised edition. Philadelphia: Schiffer Publishing, 2007.
Swett, Sarah. “Weaving on a Box.” Spin-Off,
Winter 1997, pp. 74–77.
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STEPS FOR WEAVING A TAPESTRY BAG ON A BOX LOOM
Prepare the box. Tuck flaps to inside (a)
to strengthen edges (cut edges are not strong
enough to maintain warp tension). Mark 3⁄8”
lines along edges at 1⁄4” intervals. Poke a small
hole at the bottom of each line and cut on each
line to the hole with the X-Acto knife (b).
Warp the sides of the box. With a wide
side of the box facing you (or any side of a
square box), tape the end of the warp yarn
to the inside at one of the corners, leaving a
tail of about 6”. Bring the yarn through the
first notch, down the side, across the bottom,
and up the other side to the corresponding
notch. Slide the yarn in the notch, pull snug
(not so tight that it crushes the box) and bring
it back out of the adjacent notch. Use a seesaw motion to work the yarn into the notch.
Again bring the yarn down the side, across
the bottom, and up to the notch next to the
one where you started. Continue in this way
(c–d) until the two opposite wide sides and the
bottom are warped. Do not cut the warp.
Warp the other sides; weave the
bottom. Measure a length of the uncut
warp yarn about 8 yd and cut at this point
(this will be about half of what you’ll need to
finish warping a box this size and is about as
long a strand as you can work with comfortably) and thread it into a needle, folding it
back and forth two or three times to decrease
overall length (e). Thread the other needle
with about 1 yd of weft yarn in the color of
your choice. With the bottom of the box facing up (on the same side of the box as the
long strand of warp yarn), weave across the
bottom in plain weave with the weft doubled
in the shed. Bubble the weft generously. Tuck
in the starting weft tail as you go, and weave
back and forth across the bottom for 1⁄4” (4–5
rows). Compress the rows of weft with your
fingers or the needle so that the weft completely covers the warp.
Bring the warp out through the first notch
on the unwarped side of the box, take it
down that side, and then weave across the

bottom as if it were weft, in the same shed
as the last strand of weft. Do not bubble,
but pull tight the way you did when warping
the sides. Bring it up the unwarped side and
hook it securely in the first notch and back
out the second to hold the tension.
Return to weaving with your weft yarn
and fill another 1⁄4” with tightly packed plain
weave, bubbling generously, then again
bring the warp down the side, across the
bottom as if it were weft, and up the other
side, hitching it securely. Continue in this
manner (f) to weave the bottom of the box
while at the same time warping the remaining sides, until both are covered.
Turn the box after the first 1⁄4” and weave
for 1⁄4” on the opposite edge of the bottom
to keep the far edge warp thread from flopping off and then return to the first edge (g).
When you have woven up to that last 1⁄4”, it
will be easier to weave in the last few picks
densely in this area, away from the edge.
When you run out of warp, cut a new
strand and tape the old and new ends to
the inside of the box at the top (they can
be woven in later) and continue. To change
wefts, overlap the new and old threads for
1” or so. When you complete the bottom,
add 1 warp thread at the final corner to
make an odd number of total ends—necessary for weaving around and around the
box in over/under order.
Take heart! The bottom is the hardest
part of the weaving and it is too bad that it
has to come first. Stripes make it go faster,
but don’t be in a hurry! Like most tapestry,
this one is about being in the moment.
Weave the sides. Now go wild! Make
shapes or stripes; play with color or use all
one color. Test out tapestry techniques from
the books in Resources (page 32). This is
some of the freest weaving you will ever
do. If you weave squares and rectangles,
you’ll have to sew the slits together invisibly between straight vertical edges later so
that things won’t fall out of your bag. If you

weave at an angle to the warp (h)—this is
called an eccentric weft—you will need lots
of extra weft to cover the distance or your
finished weaving will develop distinct bulges.
You can draw a cartoon right on the box or
slide a piece of paper under the warp as a
guide for specific shapes. Be sure to pack the
weft as tightly as possible with your fingers.
At some point, turn the box upside down
and weave down from the top of the box (i). It
will be easier to weave in the last weft threads
if you can do it away from the edge.
Finish the bag. When you finish weaving,
insert the tip of the curved sacking needle
under each warp loop on the inside of the
box and lift it over the cardboard tab. Try
not to damage the tabs if you plan to weave
handles on the same box. You can leave the
loops—the weft will puff out to fill the spaces
during fulling. Or, you can thread a cord
through each loop as you take it off the tabs
(good for very small boxes where there is not
a lot of weft to full into the space). I made a
decorative twisted cord out of 4 strands Gold
Highland (j and l) for this bag. Release the
taped warp ends and weave them into the
fabric. Full the bag well in hot soapy water.
Make the handles. Tape the end of the
warp yarn to the inside of the box and warp
two 2” (8 ends) sections, taping the final end
to the inside. Weave with any pattern (k)—
stripes, blocks, one solid color—starting at
both ends and meeting in the middle. For
these handles, I deliberately drew in the edges,
switching to single strands when the warp became very close. When the handles are done,
lift off the loops, sew in warp ends, full, and
stitch the handles to the finished bag.
Line the bag, if desired. This bag is like
a basket so I did not line it. I covered a piece
of non-corrugated cardboard with fabric to
fit the fulled bottom (8” x 7”). For other bags,
make linings (with pockets, if desired) and
attach to the inside of the bag with Velcro to
remove easily for cleaning.

PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
Weave structure for box

Yarns

Plain weave (tapestry).

Warp: 4-ply worsted wool (700 yd/lb), Lincoln Longwool, 56 yds for this bag.
Weft: 2-ply wool (900 yd/lb, Harrisville
Highland), Cobalt, Midnight Blue, Teak,
Gold, Chianti, and Tundra, 1 skein each.

Equipment
Sturdy corrugated-cardboard box with
flaps (a box 9” r 7” r 71⁄2” is used for
this bag); pencil or pen; ruler; X-Acto craft/
utility knife; masking tape; two 4–6” curved
sacking needles.
© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

Yarn sources
Sacking needles and worsted-wool warp

are from Weaving Southwest, 4-ply Lincoln
Longwool from Aunt Julia’s Fiber Emporium,
Harrisville Highland from Harrisville Designs.

Warp spacing 4 epi.
Finished dimensions
Woven dimensions: 9” r 7” r 7” (tall) with
two handles 11⁄2” r 211⁄2”.
handwovenmagazine.com
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he goal for this little bag is to give you
ideas to try out. I planned to use fleece
locks for the pile, but my stash didn’t have
the right lengths. A bulky knitting yarn from
the shop down the street was my Plan B.
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2. Attaching the strap
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Weaving on the Go

tiny evening bags on a Weavette Loom
CATHERINE LEARY, SSJ

Here’s a handy vacation project that doesn’t take up much room and can occupy your hands when you are
traveling. Tuck two Weavette looms into your luggage with a weaving needle and a small package of yarns and
make these little bags. They take only a few hours, and you can work on them almost anywhere you go.

W

eavette looms and their predecessors (Weave-It and Loomette
looms) are small, very portable
square or rectangular frame looms with pins
on all four sides arranged in groups of three.
They can produce woven squares or rectangles with four selvedges faster and more
easily than ordinary frame looms.
The fabric is produced with a single
length of thread. First, every other warp
thread is wound around pairs of top and
bottom pins. Next, every other weft thread
is wound around pairs of side pins. Then,
the other set of warp threads is wound
around offset pairs of top and bottom pins,
and finally, the only actual weaving is done
by needle-weaving in the spaces between
the previously wound weft threads and
going around offset pairs of side pins. A
variety of patterns can be woven, including
the smocking pattern used for these bags.
Adding loops and tassels to 2” r 2”
squares can make small holiday ornaments
or decorations. Four pieces (two 2” r 2”,
two 4” r 6”) can make an evening purse
large enough for cellphone, credit or hotel
room cards, or other small items.

Equipment and materials
4” r 6” and 2” r 2” Weavette or similar
looms (Buxton Brook Looms); weaving needle; Darice Metallic cord (in 27 yd skeins
from Michael’s) or other yarn about 800
yd/lb; sewing needle, sewing thread.

Weave the bag and flap pieces
With 111⁄6 yd of cord, weave a 4” r 6” rectangle for the bag front in plain weave or
smocking pattern. Do not cut leftover cord.
Repeat for bag back. With 21⁄3 yd cord,
weave a 2” r 2” square for half of flap; do
not cut leftover cord. Repeat for other half.

Sew the bag
Catherine Leary, SSJ,
of Springfield, Massachusetts, creates whimsical
gifts in unusual yarns. She
is a member of the Pioneer
Valley Weavers Guild.
© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

Handsew the two large rectangles together
along both long sides and one end, using
uncut leftover cord. Sew the two small
squares together along one side, leaving
cord not used for stitching extending from
edge of seam. Bring this tail around your

finger through the edge of the adjacent
square and back up again at the starting point to form a doubled loop. Work a
buttonhole stitch with the same cord over
the doubled strand; weave in tail. Stitch
the flap to the open edge on the back of
the bag with remaining leftover cord.
With a separate length of cord, wind a
small tight ball for the button. With sewing
thread, sew through the ball to secure and
stitch the button to the front of the bag.
Twist together 2 or 3 strands of cord a
little longer than desired length for a strap
(use all colors in the bag). Tie an overhand knot at each end. Sew strap ends to
the bag; weave in any remaining tails.

Smocking pattern
(Rows = rows of needle weaving.) Weave 2
rows plain weave (under 1, over 1; repeat).
*Row 3: Go under 1, over 1, **under 3,
over 1; repeat from ** until last 2 ends;
go under 1, over 1. Row 4: Weave plain
weave. Row 5: Go under 3, over 1; repeat.
Row 6: Weave plain weave. Repeat from *;
end with one row of plain weave.

Resources

Conforti, Licia. Modular Texture: Patterns
for the Weavette® & Weave-It Looms,
Vol. 1, Revised Edition, 2006; instructions for smocking and other patterns.
McEneely, Naomi. Compendium of Finishing
Techniques. Loveland, Colorado: Interweave
Press, 2003; buttonhole stitch, p. 118.
Warping Instructions for Weavette looms:
www.weavettes.com/instruction.aspx.
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Recycled Sari Silk
for a tote and “padfolio”
SUE BLEIWEISS

This tote and coordinating cover for a notepad are easy to weave and sew.
The padfolio has become one of my most popular patterns, popping up in
Internet groups as an item for swaps and trades. Once you make one,
you’ll be making lots of them because everyone you show it to will want
one, too.

Weaving tips
Weaving with recycled silk yarn does
present some challenges. Because the
twist and thickness is inconsistent
throughout the skein, it can be difficult
to get smooth selvedges—actually, it’s
just about impossible! For projects that
require sewing, plan an extra inch or two
of warp width so that the selvedges can
be cut off during construction. If you plan
to use the fabric in a project where the
selvedges show, accept that they won’t be
absolutely straight!
Although the warp yarn is mostly covered by the recycled silk weft, the warp
color has some effect. Dark hues will intensify the silk weft colors; light hues will
© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN!
The warp for this fabric is 5/2 pearl

givecotton
weft sett
colors
a slight
wash.
For this
at 12
epi. The
recycled
fabric,
the
warp
is
a
dark,
charcoal
blue.
silk weft yarn is irregular in thickness,
so the picks per inch vary from 11
to 15 (averaging about 12) with an
even, firm beat. The silk weft nearly
hides the cotton warp yarn, and the
fabric is sturdy. The texture is a bit
stiff for clothing other than vests.
It would make glorious placemats
and table runners, however—the irregularity of the selvedges caused by the
uneven thickness of the yarn might even
add interest. Or, how about accent
pillows for a living room or bedroom?
Consider also alternating picks
of recycled silk with picks of chenille,
Tencel, or spun silk for a fabric with a
soft hand suitable for scarves, shawls, or
throws. Or, think beyond plain weave:
use recycled silk as the pattern weft in
overshot or summer and winter.

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF FRABJOUS FIBERS
WWW.FRABJOUSFIBERS.COM

W

ithout a doubt, recycled
silk yarn spun of thrums
from weaving mills in India
is one of the most unusual yarns you’ll
ever use for weaving. There are several brands available. I like Kathmandu
Bathed (washed) from The Wool Peddler. The skeins are clean and the colors bright and clear. The resulting fabric
woven with this yarn is nothing less than
spectacular!
For the tote, I’ve paired the handwoven fabric with a commercial blue denim
that turns the colors and texture of the
recycled silk yarn into the focal point.
The padfolio is edged with satin stitch
and both pieces are lined.

See Sue Bleiweiss’s photo and bio on page 34 with
her For Starters project: “Yoga Mat Carrier.”
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M A K IN G THE P AD FO L IO
Cut the following pieces from the handwoven fabric, lining fabric, and Timtex: a
bottom piece 61⁄4”r 9”, top piece 53⁄4” r
9”, and flap 21⁄4” r 9”.

a. Fuse the lining to the Timtex.

Back one side of each piece of Timtex with
fusible web and then fuse a piece of lining
fabric to each one (Photo a). Back the other
side of each piece of Timtex with fusible
web and fuse a handwoven fabric piece to
each one (Photo b). If the handwoven fabric seems too thick to fuse, use a glue stick
to secure the fabric to the Timtex. Just a
little bit of glue in the center of each piece
will help keep the pieces from shifting when
you stitch around the edges later to secure
them. Set the pieces aside.

b. Fuse the handwoven fabric.

d. Create the
slanted pocket.

From the lining fabric, cut the inside
straight pocket sleeve for the notepad 61⁄4”
r 15”. Fold in half and press well. Place
this piece on the 61⁄4” r 9” bottom piece,
aligning the bottom raw edges (Photo c),
and set aside.

To make the slanted pocket for the inside
front cover, cut a rectangle of lining fabric
9” r 14”, fold in half, and press. Lay the
folded piece on the back of the top (53⁄4” r
9”) piece (Photo d). Now flip both pieces
over carefully so that the pocket is on the

Step Wind a warp of 240 ends 2 yd long
and thread for plain weave following the Project at-a-Glance and using
your preferred warping method.

Step Weave plain weave with recycled

2

silk yarn for 45” at an average of
12 picks per inch (use a very firm
beat). Remove the fabric from the
loom and machine zigzag raw
edges. Machine wash, warm water,
gentle cycle, and tumble dry. When
it is dry, give the fabric a firm press
with a hot iron. Iron fusible interfacing to one side of the handwoven
fabric to prevent raveling before cutting and sewing.

M A K IN G TH E TO TE
Step To make the tote: From the handwo-

3

ven fabric cut two 14” square pieces
(front and back). From the denim

© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

for turning later. Do not turn the lining
right side out after you have assembled it. Place the outside of the bag
into the lining, right sides together,
aligning the top edges, and sew the
lining to the bag along the top edge.
Turn the bag right side out through
the opening in the lining seam.

fabric cut three pieces 5” r 14” for
side panels and bottom. Sew a denim
panel to each side of the front piece,
right sides together (all seam allowances are 1⁄2”). Press seams open.

WEAVING THE FABRIC

1

e. Turn over
and trim.

c. Create the straight pocket.

Step Sew the bottom panel to the bottom

4

edge of the bag front, right sides together. Do not stitch where the bottom
panel extends beyond the side panels
1
⁄2” on each side. Sew the back piece
to the side panels right sides together, pinning and sewing one side at
a time. Sew the bottom panel to the
bottom edge of the bag back, right
sides together, leaving 1⁄2” unstitched
on each side. Sew the side panels to
the bottom, right sides together. Turn
the bag right side out and set it aside
while you make the lining.

Step Make the lining of denim fabric ex-

5

actly as you constructed the bag,
except leave a 5–6” opening along
one of the long seams at the bottom

Step To make a sturdy bottom, cut a piece

6

of cardboard and two pieces of Timtex 4” r 13”. Apply fusible web to
one side of each piece of Timtex.
(You can use glue if you prefer). Fuse
the Timtex pieces to each side of the
cardboard, making a sandwich with
the cardboard in the middle. (You
may need to use some steam to get
the heat to penetrate through to the
fusible web.) Slip the cardboard
sandwich into the bottom of the bag
through the opening in the lining. Sew
the opening in the lining closed by
hand, give the bag a good press, clip
on the handles, and you’re done!
handwovenmagazine.com
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and a rotary cutter to
trim away the excess
(Photo f).

f. The slanted pocket.

g. Satin-stitch long edges.

h. Machine zigzag to join; satin-stitch
edges.

bottom (Photo e). Use a chalk marker to
trace the outline of the pocket and then
cut out the pocket shape or just use a ruler

Using a wide stitch,
satin stitch by machine
along the long edges
of each piece, catching
the pocket edges in the
stitching. Stitch each
piece twice (or more!)
if your first line of stitching doesn’t cover well
enough. Again using
a wide stitch, abut the
edges of each piece to
one another and run
a line of machine zigzagging that catches
both edges. I like to
stitch once on the inside, once on the outside, and then again
on the inside.
Again with a wide stitch, satin stitch by
machine around the entire outside perimeter edge of the cover. I usually do this at
least twice. After you finish stitching, dab
Fray Check on all places where you began
and ended rows of machine stitching and
trim off any loose threads when the Fray
Check is dry.

Add a button and use a purchased
cord, machine cord, or a length of ribbon or yarn as a tie. For this padfolio, I cut a length of recycled silk yarn,
strung a few beads on the end, and
tied a knot so the beads wouldn’t slip
off. I tied the other end around the
button and wrapped the tie around the
padfolio.

PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
Weave structure for fabric
Plain weave.

Equipment

2-shaft or 4-shaft loom, 20” weaving width;
12-dent reed; 1 shuttle; sewing machine.

Yarns

Warp: 5/2 pearl cotton (2,100 yd/lb),
Quarry #147 (or other dark gray or
gray violet), 480 yd (32⁄3 oz).
Weft: Recycled handspun silk (about 400
yd/lb), 413 yd (1 lb, 1⁄2 oz).

Yarn sources

5/2 UKI pearl cotton is available from
most weaving retailers. Recycled handspun silk yarn (Kathmandu Bathed) in 200
g skeins at 160–190 yd/skein is available from The Wool Peddler (recycled
© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

silk yardage varies—it’s safest to get
three skeins for this project; if you use two
skeins, however, you can make a shorter
bag if you run out of weft yarn).

Fast-2-Fuse, fusible web, Fray Check, denim,
padfolio lining fabric, and button from fabric
stores. (Add a 5” r 8” notepad to the padfolio, available from stationery stores.)

Notions and other materials

Warp order and length

For the bag: 15” clip-on leather handles;
1 yd 45”-wide denim fabric; 1⁄2 yd 22”wide fusible interfacing; 1⁄4 yd Timtex or
Fast-2-Fuse; 1 piece sturdy cardboard
4” r 13”; 1⁄4 yd fusible web or glue;
matching sewing thread.
For the padfolio: 1⁄2 yd lining fabric, one 9”
r 15” piece of Fast-2-Fuse or Timtex, one
9” r 15” piece fusible web if you’re using
Timtex; Fray Check; decorative button.

Yarn and materials sources

Bag handles (stock #HL2070) are available
from Joggles.com; fusible interfacing, Timtex,

240 ends 2 yd long (includes 5” take-up
and 22” loom waste). Add 32” warp length
per additional bag and 12” per padfolio.

Warp and weft spacing

Warp: 12 epi (1/dent in a 12-dent reed).
Width in the reed: 20”.
Weft: 11–15 ppi. Woven length (measured under tension on the loom): 45”.

Finished dimensions

After washing, amounts produce one tote
13” r 13” r 4” and one padfolio 63⁄4”
(closed) 145⁄8 (open) r 9” .
handwovenmagazine.com
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Sturdy Rag Totes
with handy inside pockets
DINAH ROSE

Inspiration for these bags came from two earlier Handwoven projects. One
was a diaper bag with lots of pockets. The pockets required weaving and
piecing strips, but I wanted to weave a single fabric. A Handwoven online
bonus project for an inkle-woven cellphone case gave me an idea for easy
pockets—the fabric on one side of the bag is extended and folded down
into the bag from the top edge and then turned back up to become the
pockets.

A

n added advantage to pockets
along the top edge of the bag is
that small things stored in them
can be found easily. A rag weft makes
these bags very sturdy—perfect for carrying books to the library, your lunch to
work, or your latest project to the next
guild meeting.
The weave structure

The bag fabric is woven in a variation of
warp rep. Two highly contrasting colors
of 3/2 pearl cotton alternate in the warp.
Two blocks are created by shifting the
warp color order from one block to the
next. In the weft, a single color of 3/2
pearl cotton alternates with a 11⁄2” wide
rag strip. The dominant color in each
block depends on which of the two warp
colors is raised for the thick rag pick.
It is amazing how different the rag
weft looks depending on which warp
color crosses it. Some viewers can’t believe that the rag weft they see in the two
different blocks is the same fabric!
Dinah Rose of Woodstock, Georgia, weaves
both simple and complex
colorful pieces that she
sells at craft shows and
at www.dinahrose.com.
© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

MAKE IT YOUR OWN!
This fabric combines the durability of
warp rep with the color potential of log
cabin. It’s easier to warp than usual warp
rep (fewer ends per inch) and as quick
to weave (not very many picks per inch).
Use it for placemats, runners, floor mats,
vests, and other bag styles. Experiment
with changing warp colors from block to
block or using rag fabrics with colors different from the warp colors and/or using
more than one fabric.

Design choices
Choose strong colors with high contrast
for the warp. To select the rag weft, have
fun visiting fabric stores! Bold, colorful
prints work best. Since you only need
a few yards, fabrics from the clearance
table make good choices.
I like to use Fibonacci numbers in fabric designs. For my bags, I usually alternate
block sizes of five thick picks with three,
or five with eight, or three with eight.
Resources
Abbott, Amy. “Inkle Pouches for All Weavers—
High-Tech and Low.” www.interweave
.com/weave/projects_articles/inklepouch.
pdf.
Bostic, Eve. “Diaper Bag.” Handwoven.
March/April, 1987, pp. 46–47, I-5.
handwovenmagazine.com
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STEPS FOR WEAVING THE WARP REP TOTE BAGS
Step Numbers in parentheses are for the

Step Spread the warp in a raddle and

2

a. side seam
(inside out)

1

larger bag. Wind a warp of 168
(216) ends 21⁄2 (3) yd long holding
one end of each color and keeping a
finger between them. (These instructions are for warping back to front. For
complete warping steps, see Resources
at handwovenmagazine.com.)

1. Stitching
bottom
corners
3. Stitching
button loop

4. Draft for small bag

22x 12x 40x 12x 22x

2. Bag construction

wrong side

pocket

Step Fold in and press 1” hem on non-pock-

7

Step Cut the fabric from the loom. Machine

et end of fabric. Pin each end of one
36” webbing to the inside of hem in
the center of the narrow blocks, aligning raw edges of webbing and hem.
Pin both ends of the 12” strip side by
side in the center. Sew across the hem
on the right side in the ditch between
rag-weft strips, catching hem and webbing edges. Sew again in a ditch at
the top of the bag and again in a ditch
between the first and second stitching.
Fold over the pocket section at the top
edge of the other side of the bag and
pin and stitch the other 36” strip as the
first except stop stitching 1⁄2–1” before
the selvedges on each side.

zigzag edges allowing 1” for hems;
trim excess. Machine wash and dry.

Step With bag body wrong side up, turn

Step Weave a header in scrap yarn.

4

5
6

Weave the bag fabric following Figure 4 or 5. Weave hems with both
colors of 3/2 cotton in each shed.
When you weave the bag body,
bring the boat shuttle with 3/2 pearl
cotton back into the shed over the rag
weft if the boat shuttle exited under
the edge warp thread, under the rag
weft if the boat shuttle exited over the
edge warp thread. Beat firmly.

Step For each bag, cut two pieces of 1”
webbing 36” long for straps and one
piece 12” long for the button loop.

hem

112 "

front

8x
5x
3x
6x

straps and
button loop

8

up 1” pocket hem and sew. Turn up
pocket so hemmed edge is 1” below
inside top edge of the bag. Sew side
seams of pocket. Stitch seams slowly

bottom

8x
3x
5x

6x

5x
bottom

back

3x
5x
8x

pocket

3x
5x
8x

5x
5x
3x

back

6x

hem

112 "

3x

2
1

beam. Thread following Figure 4 or 5.
(For a 4-shaft loom, thread 1-2-3-4.)
Sley 1/dent in a 12-dent reed and tie
the warp onto the front apron rod.

angle to overlap in the shed. Wind
strips onto a ski shuttle, folding them
in half lengthwise, right side out. Wind
bobbins for two boat shuttles, one with
each color of 3/2 pearl cotton.

2
1

gold 3/2
hem
purple 3/2
turquoise 3/2
rag weft
front

5. Draft for
large bag

Step Cut or tear the fabric lengthwise into
strips 11⁄2” wide. Cut the ends at an

3

16x 12x 28x 12x 16x

pocket

hem

5x
3x
8x
5x
3x
8x
112 "

112 "

with a new #18 jeans needle and 1⁄2”
seam allowances. Sew from bottom to
top of pocket to form pocket sections
as desired (see Figure 2). Fold front
and back of bag right sides together,
matching the pattern. Sew side seams
keeping pocket section free. Press
seams open.

Step With bag still inside out, fold to form a

9

triangle at the bottom of each corner
and stitch across hypotenuse (about
5” for small bag, 6” for large bag);
see Figure 1. Reinforce the bottom with
piece of plastic canvas if desired. Fold
and stitch a point at the top of the 12”
piece of webbing to make the button
loop (Figure 3) and sew a button to the
other side of the bag.

PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
Weave structure for bag fabrics
A variation of warp rep.

Equipment
2- or 4-shaft loom, 14” weaving width (small
bag), 18” (large bag); 12-dent reed; 2 boat
shuttles, 1 ski shuttle; sewing machine, #18
jeans needle; rotary cutter and mat (optional).

Yarns
Warp: 3/2 pearl cotton (1,260 yd/lb).
For small bag, gold (Zinnia #4146) and
purple (Eggplant #6256), 210 yd (22⁄3
oz) each. For large bag, turquoise
(Algiers Blue #2194) and purple
© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

(Eggplant #6256), 324 (41⁄8 oz) each.
Thin weft: 3/2 pearl cotton (1,260 yd/lb).
For small bag, 75 yd purple (1 oz), 16
yd gold. For large bag, 137 yd purple
(13⁄4 oz), 20 yd turquoise.
Rag weft: 45” fabric cut into 11⁄2” strips; for
small bag, 21⁄2 yd; for large bag: 4 yd.

Warp order and length

For small bag 168 ends 21⁄2 yd long; for
large bag 216 ends 3 yd long (allows 31”
for loom waste and 20% for take-up).

Warp and weft spacing

Heavy nylon webbing, 1” wide, 7 ft/bag;
matching sewing thread; decorative button.

Warp: 12 epi (1/dent in a 12-dent reed).
Width in the reed: 14” (small bag):
18” (large bag).
Weft: 6–7 ppi (3–31⁄2 each weft). Woven
length: 49” (small bag), 64” (large bag).

Yarn sources

Finished dimensions

Notions and other materials

3/2 pearl cotton is available from Webs,
fabric and webbing from fabric stores.

After washing, amounts produce one small
bag 121⁄2” r 12” or one large bag 16” r 19”.
handwovenmagazine.com
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A Linen Carrier
for home and abroad
MARGARET B. RUSSELL

This linen carrier is woven in plain weave from a heavy, wet-spun, unbleached linen made in Northern Ireland.
Since linen’s strength is second only to silk’s, the carrier possesses the durability needed for long excursions and
many purchases, and it will seem to mellow each time it’s washed. As you use it, you will come to love both its
ageless beauty and its great usefulness. It is no wonder linum usitatissimum means “most useful flax.”

T

he journey from flax seed to
woven linen has been traveled
since the dawn of civilization.
Linen’s qualities are timeless, combining
simplicity with elegance, softness with
strength, resilience with grace. For centuries, linen swaddled the newborn, filled
the trousseaus of newlyweds, and shrouded
the dead. The sails of the ships that defeated the Spanish Armada and the coverings of the wings that won the Battle of
Britain were all woven from this versatile
fiber. Respect for linen continues into this
century. Whether gossamer fine or thick
and strong, linen continues to be regarded
as a fiber of heirloom quality.
This carrier is a good project for a firsttime weaver of linen: the fabric is easy to
weave, and the bag and handles are easy
to assemble and sew.
Weaving the bag
Wind a warp of 188 ends of 8/4 linen (see
Project at-a-glance, page 36). Use either
a back-to-front or front-to-back warpMargaret B. Russell,
inspired by her weaving
ancestors, weaves with
natural and hand-dyed
fibers in Byfield,
Massachusetts.
© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

ing method to thread the loom for plain
weave. Linen is not resilient, so take care
to beam the warp with even tension on
all the threads (for step-by-step warping
instructions, visit www.interweave.com;
click on Weaving, Projects and Articles,
Warping Basics).
Sley the 10-dent reed 1/dent, but sley
2 ends in each of the first and last 4 dents
for firm edges. Center the warp for 18”.
Using a finer yarn such as 20/2 linen
to reduce bulk, weave 3⁄4” for a hem and
then weave 36” with 8/4 linen. End with
3
⁄4” in the finer yarn for the second hem.
Use a firm beat and check frequently to
see that you have 8 picks per inch (loosen
warp tension to measure). Weave at least
1” beyond the last hem section with scrap
yarn to prevent raveling. Remove the
cloth from the loom and machine zigzag
or serge the edges of the hem sections to
secure; remove filler; trim ends.
Weaving the handles
Wind a warp of 24 ends of 8/6 linen (see
Project at-a-glance, page 36) for the bag
handles. Use either a back-to-front or
front-to-back warping method to thread
the loom for plain weave. Sley the 8-dent
reed 1/dent, but sley 2 ends in each of
the first and last 2 dents for firm edges.
Center the warp for 21⁄2”.

Using a finer yarn such as 20/2 linen,
weave a 3⁄4” hem and then weave the first
handle for 28” with 8/6 linen. Check to
see that your beat is consistent at about 10
picks per inch. End with a 3⁄4” hem in the
finer yarn. Weave 2 picks in a contrasting color for a cutting line and weave the
second handle like the first. End with 1⁄2”
of scrap yarn, remove the fabric from the
loom, machine zigzag or serge the ends of
all hem sections, and cut pieces apart.
Finishing
Wash the fabrics by hand in very warm
sudsy water. Rinse well in very warm clear
water. Use a towel to absorb excess water
(do not wring to avoid creasing), and then
allow pieces to air dry. While still damp,
hard press with a pressing cloth (omit the
cloth if you want the linen to be shiny).
Assembling the body
When the fabrics are completely dry, fold
the wide piece in half to join raw edges at
the top. Stitch 1⁄4” side seams, then stitch
again with 3⁄8” seams to reinforce. Press
seams open. Fold the raw edge to the
wrong side 3⁄4”; press. Fold again 3⁄4”, press,
pin, and topstitch hem 1⁄4” from the edge.
With the carrier still inside out, center
each side seam and stitch a 3” box corner
across each point; see Figure 1a, page 36.
handwovenmagazine.com
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Assembling the handles
Fold the raw edge of each handle ⁄8” to
meet beginning of hem section, fold again
3
⁄8”, and press. Lay handles on a flat surface
wrong side up, fold, and pin (see Figure
1b). Stitch 1⁄4” from the selvedge, leaving
41⁄2” at both ends unstitched (these sections will be stitched to the body).
3

Final assembly
Place the bag on a flat surface, right side
out. Measure 3” from the side seam and

place one side of one unstitched end of
a handle at that mark (wrong side facing
the right side of the bag) so that the end of
the handle is 31⁄2” below the bag edge and
there is about 1” unstitched handle above
it (see Figure 1c); pin. Making sure there
is no twist in the handle, line up the other
end in the same position 3” from the other
side seam; pin. Topstitch handles 1⁄4” from
the edge. Turn the bag over and repeat for
the other handle. (I prefer to stitch along
only the two sides and the bottom end of

the handle and not along the top edge of
the bag, but you can choose to add stitching there for strength.)
Other design ideas
The carrier can be woven in finer linen, or
in bleached or dyed linen. It can be wider
or longer, and the handles can be shortened or lengthened. Rather than leaving
an open top, you can add a closure such as
a finely woven linen loop with a decorative hand-crafted button.

1. Constructing the bag
top of carrier

side seam

3”

a. stitching
the box corners

4 ⁄2–5”
1

31⁄2”

Stitch 3"
from point.

side
seam

b. seaming handles
41⁄2”

17”

41⁄2”

Tuck several
carriers like
this one in your suitcase when
you travel. They can be used
for more than the purchases of
the day. They can keep laundry
items separate from other
clothing, store food in a hotel
room, or hold reading materials
or small craft projects.

stitching line

PROJECT at-a-glance
Weave structure for bag and handles

Plain weave.
Equipment for bag

2-or 4-shaft loom, 18” weaving width;
10-dent reed; 1 shuttle, 2 bobbins.
Yarns for bag

Warp: 8/4 wetspun linen (600 yd/lb),
unbleached, 376 yd (10 1⁄10 oz).
Weft: 8/4 wetspun linen (600 yd/lb),
unbleached, 165 yd (4 2⁄5 oz); 20/2
linen (3,000 yd/lb), unbleached, 15 yd
(1⁄10 oz) for hems (see yarn sources).
Warp order and length for bag

188 ends 2 yd long (allows 4” for
take-up and 31” for loom waste).
Warp and weft spacing for bag

Warp: 10 epi (Sley 1/dent in a 10-dent
reed; sley 2 ends in the first and last
© Interweave Press LLC. Not to be reprinted. All rights reserved.

4 dents). Width in the reed: 18”.
Weft: 8 ppi (14 ppi for hems). Woven
length (measured under tension on
the loom): 371⁄2”.
Take-up and shrinkage for bag

After washing, amounts produce one
length of fabric 153⁄4” r 32” to make a
bag 15” r 15”.
Equipment for handles

2- or 4-shaft loom, 3” weaving width;
8-dent reed; 1 shuttle, 2 bobbins.
Yarns for handles

Warp: 8/6 wet-spun linen (400 yd/lb),
unbleached, 60 yd (22⁄5 oz).
Weft: 8/6 wet-spun linen (400 yd/lb),
unbleached, 52 yd (11 ⁄10 oz); 20/2 linen
(3,000 yd/lb), unbleached, 4 yd (1⁄16
oz) for hems (see yarn sources).

Warp order and length for handles

24 ends 21⁄2 yd long (allows 6” for
take-up and 25” for loom waste).
Warp and weft spacing for handles

Warp: 8 epi (1/dent in an 8-dent reed;
sley 2 ends in the first and last
2 dents). Width in the reed: 21⁄2”.
Weft: 10 ppi (14 ppi for hems). Woven
length (measured under tension on
the loom): 59”.
Take-up and shrinkage for handles

After washing, amounts produce two
bands for handles each 2” r 271⁄2”.
Yarn sources for bag and handles

8/6, 8/4, and 20/2 linen in 8.8 oz tubes
are available from Webs (20/2 linen is
used for hems only; 10/2 or 20/2 cotton
or sewing thread can be substituted).
handwovenmagazine.com
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